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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Acknowledge varying levels of awareness around DVS – some will have seen some of these slides before, some will be starting from scratch
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London has a particular problem with HGVs and VRUs 

Urban GB average

• In London, HGVs were involved in 136 
fatalities between 2010-2016

– Most (107) were with larger HGVs

• HGVs are disproportionately involved in 
fatalities with pedestrians and cyclist in 
London

– HGVs make up 4% of road kms
– But over 70% of cyclist and 20% of pedestrian 

fatalities over the past three years
– London much worse than rest of UK urban areas

• Analysis of UK accident database (STATS 
19) shows that poor vision is a commonly 
cited cause of HGV incidents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is no single cause of the high fatality rates involving HGVs. Analysis of the UK accident database (STATS19) shows that poor vision (cited as ‘vehicle blind spot’ or ‘failed to look properly’) is a commonly cited cause of HGV incidents. Between 2010 and 2015, 882 cyclist and 399 pedestrian collisions with HGVs (over 7.5t) were attributed to ‘failed to look properly’ or ‘vehicle blind spot’. STATS 19 - https://data.gov.uk/dataset/road-accidents-safety-data 
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Safer operations

Safer people

Safer vehicles

Safer supply 
chains

• Encouraging, supporting and recognising safe and compliant 
fleets

• Improving driver and manager knowledge, skills and 
performance

• Stimulating innovative HGV design and providing evidence 
for change

• Using buying power and planning to manage road risk 
in supply chains

Addressing the problem

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recognising that whilst poor vision is a commonly cited cause of incidents involving HGVs and VRUs, it is not the only cause – we have a wider programme of activity in place to mitigate road risk – this includes looking at freight operations (standards, legal compliance etc), people / drivers – improving skills, knowledge and understanding, safer supply chains – using buying power and procurement to manage road risk in supply chains But given the statistics and evidence from accident data, there is particular emphasis on mitigating the risk posed by the vehicles themselves – looking to stimulate innovative design and ‘design out’ vision problems as far as possibleFOR THIS TO BE EFFECTIVE WE REALISE THERE NEEDS TO BE A STRONG EVIDENCE BASE, A STRONG CASE FOR CHANGE...
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Momentum through CLOCS

• Original CLOCS research report, 
published in 2013 highlighted the 
issue of vehicle blind-spots, 
particularly for construction type 
vehicles

• Stimulated engagement with 
vehicle manufacturers

• ‘Operator delegation’ established 
and trials of concept vehicles 
started

• Prompted further research and a 
dedicated ‘safer trucks’ programme
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B lind-s pot technology and driver cognitive workload

E valuating HGV blind-s pot s afety devices

HGV blind-s pot modelling

Unders tanding off-road capable HGVs

D efinition of direct vis ion s tandards for HGVs

Independent tes t protocol for HGV blind-s pot s afety devices

R oad s afety benefits  of eye contact between drivers  and vulnerable road us ers

C os t-benefit analys is  for mandating HGV direct vis ion requirements  (P has e 1)

High vis ion HGV fleet evaluation

Inves tigating the s afety imbalance

Unders tanding regulatory non-compliance in L ondon

C L O C S  programme evaluation

F O R S  s afety training and toolkits  evaluation

R oad s afety s tandards  for cons truction and was te s ites

Safer Trucks

Investigation &
evaluation

D irect Vis ion S tandard rating of HGVs

D VS  C os t and B us ines s Impact As s es s ment

D VS  C as ualty Impact Analys is

D VS  Integrated Impact As s es s ment (IIA)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention CLOCS work – research commissioned in 2012 identified vehicle blind-spots particular issue on construction vehicles. Specific construction focussed programme looked at design of these vehicles. Delegation of freight operators came together to meet with vehicle manufacturers and demonstrate that there was market demand for safer vehicle designs – the manufacturers listened and responded. Within the year we were seeing safer HGV designs on the road. 
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Developing a Direct Vision Standard (DVS) for HGVs

• We have developed the world’s first and only HGV Direct Vision Standard

• It’s an objective  measurement of the ‘volume of space’ that a driver can see directly through windows 
of the cab weighted by risk to other road users

A measure

A rating 

• This measurement is converted to a “star rating’ from zero (worst) to five (best)

• Loughborough University have worked with the principle manufacturers to do this

A definition
• Direct Vision - what a driver can see through the windows rather than using 

mirrors or cameras

• Indirect Vision - what the driver can see through mirrors or cameras

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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The measure
• The greater the 3D volume of space a driver can see directly from the cab, the 

closer the person can be seen to the vehicle and the more of them that can be 
seen

• There assessment volume zone created concentrates on the  on the area of 
greatest risk to vulnerable road user – Class V and VI mirrors, UNECE Reg 46

The assessment volume

• A 3D zone is important because it takes into account all of the space in which someone 
could be seen – from the top of someone’s head to the ground plane

• Direct vision needs to cover the area outside of the current mirror coverage but within 
the mirror zone.

• The more of the assessment zone that can be seen, the higher the volume result.

DVS measurement



10 Linking to the ‘real world’
• The volume of space has been linked to ‘real world’ performance

• Vulnerable road users are placed around the vehicle and the distance that the head and shoulders can be seen is 
calculated

• The 5th percentile Italian female is the key VRU used - if the head and shoulders of the smallest European females 
can be seen then in theory the whole adult population of Europe can be seen

• This was correlated with the volume results and shows that the larger the volume the closer VRUs can be seen to 
the vehicle

Volume of space
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11 DVS star rating boundaries
• To meet  ‘one star’, at least the head and shoulders of 99 per cent of the 

European adult population must be seen within an ‘acceptable’ distance 
at the front and side

• The ‘acceptable’ distance is set to where people become directly visible 
within the area covered by mirrors and indirect vision becomes 
complemented by direct vision – 4.5 m to the near side (Class V mirror) 
and 2m to the front (Class VI mirror) as per UNECE reg 46  and 0.6m to 
the offside

• The two, three, four and five star rating boundaries are set by equally 
dividing the volume of space over and above the one star measurement 
to show relative direct vision performance.

Star ratings must reflect the need to reduce the risk to VRUs posed by poor direct 
vision from HGVs. Rating have been set in a suitably ambitious way to: in the short 
term encourage use of best in class  and to influence radical design changes in the 
future
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The case for improving direct vision

Speed Distance

15 mph 4.7m

10 mph 3.1m

5 mph 1.5m

TfL commissioned research to exploring the road safety benefits of direct vision

Indirect vision has a 0.7s slower 
response time 
Risk increases with speed as more 
distance travelled 
Extra distance in urban 
environment especially high risk

Bigger collision risk
Indirect vision resulted in 
increased incidence of simulated 
pedestrian collisions by 23% 

Limits to technology benefits
Drivers processing a cognitive task 
increased simulated collision by 40%

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjewPrK-sjSAhUFPhQKHYOvBd0QjRwIBw&url=http://deltafonts.com/arup-font/&psig=AFQjCNG81V9Z3A1sEvs3xRIAx6HYTiYlpw&ust=1489132926151813
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwihq8zh-sjSAhWJXhQKHSclB0QQjRwIBw&url=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Leeds_University_logo.svg&psig=AFQjCNEZ2Mh5iXyy8Hi17w17o3EYSXxnzA&ust=1489132973033840
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• The Mayor’s Transport Strategy commits to a Vision Zero approach to road danger reduction. 
• We aim to eradicate all deaths and serious injuries from road collisions in London by 2041.
• A comprehensive road danger reduction programme addressing all sources:

– road conditions
– infrastructure design 
– road user behaviour

Vision Zero: No loss of life should be considered acceptable or inevitable. 

• Why is it appropriate for our challenges in London?
– Reducing danger becomes a consideration in everything and for 

everyone
– Stretches targets and accountability
– Improves procedure and process for infrastructure design, vehicle 

design and behaviours
– Establishes an environment where risk is diminished

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The programme includes: Lower speed limits and enforcement, information and training to ensure compliancePhysical measures at high risk locationsDeveloping a new Bus Safety Standard and a goal of zero fatalities in or by buses by 2030Training, education and enforcementCasualty analysis 2010-2016				Fatalities: goods vehicles vs pedestrians and cyclists	Unit   Fatal - Ped&Cyc	Fatal - Ped	Fatal -Cycle								All fatalities (all causes)			No.	544	460	84Involving a goods veh >3.5t			No.	136	93	43Involving a goods veh >7.5t			No.	107	72	35				As % of all fatalities				Involving a goods veh >3.5t			%	25	20	51Involving a goods veh >7.5t			%	20	16	42
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The Safe Systems approach
Four central principles underpin the Safe Systems approach:

1. People make mistakes – a road environment should be forgiving to human error

2. There are physical limits to what the human body can tolerate – impact energy levels 
should not be sufficient enough to cause fatal or serious injury

3. Road danger reduction should be a common policy  - all those with a role in designing, building, 
operating, managing and using the road network have a responsibility to improve safety

4. All parts of the system must be strengthened in combination to multiply their effects - road users 
should still be protected if one part of the system fails

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This represents a fundamental shift in thinking how we try to address road safety. For many crashes there is likely to be some form of road improvement that could be made to reduce the likelihood of a fatal or serious injury crash occurring. However, in a Safe System approach, road safety problems are typically treated by considering the interaction of several components of the transport system, rather than by implementing individual countermeasures in relative isolation. This means that the full range of solutions, infrastructure, traffic and speed management, vehicle standards and equipment and road user behaviour need to be addressed. 
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“the good work of 
existing schemes 
such as CLOCS
must be recognised 
and built on”

Direct Vision Standard  

The DVS scheme development  has been shaped by:
1. Consultation feedback: vulnerable road user groups, manufacturers, operators and 

trade associations
2. Independent impact assessment : legal, environmental, equalities, health, economic 

and business factors
3. DVS performance 

What we’ve learnt:
• Direct vision from the majority of current HGV designs is extremely poor 
• Direct vision can’t be used to avoid all collision scenarios
• There is a strong desire to bring all safety initiatives together
• Greater safety benefits exist if we set the ambition wider than DVS alone
• Following Vision Zero principles we should take a ‘safe system’ approach to reduce 

road danger
• We should continue to lobby for more radical HGV design changes in European 

regulations

“the benefit of 
technology, such 
as cameras and 
sensors, should be 
recognised ”
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HGV Permit scheme
All HGVs over 12 tonnes would require a permit to enter London
• 2020: all zero star HGVs banned unless they prove a ‘safe system’
• 2024: all zero - two star HGVs banned unless they prove a ‘progressive safe system’

What could a HGV safe system look like? 
• Build on existing industry-recognised safety standards and what’s proven to work 

best 
• Standard evolve over time, taking into account advances in technology. 
• A safe system would reduce other areas of risk when  direct vision was poor 
• A Safe System could include:

• sensors and other indirect vision devices
• audible or visual warning around the vehicle 
• physical protection to deflect vulnerable road users 
• driver safety training 

HGV Permit Scheme and Safe System Proposal
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Defining specific measures to offset those risk
Area to address Desired outcome Example measures

Direct vision
To improve visibility for drivers and reduce the risk 
of close proximity blind-spot collisions

• DVS star rating

Indirect vision
To improve visibility for drivers and reduce the risk 
of close proximity blind-spot collisions

• Class V and VI mirrors
• Acceptable approved blind spot camera systems

Warning of intended 
manoeuvres

To reduce the risk of close proximity collisions by 
audibly alerting VRUs to vehicle hazards

• Vehicle manoeuvring warnings such as left-turn audible 
alarms

• Sensors that warn drivers of a VRU’s presence
• Non-prescriptive warning signage

Physical impact of a hazard
To minimise the probability and severity of 
collisions with VRUs

• Side under-run protection
• Front under-run protection where ground clearance 

presents a hazard

Urban driving skills

To ensure all drivers have the knowledge, skills and 
attitude required to recognise, assess, manage and 
reduce the risks their vehicle poses to VRUs

• Theoretical and practical VRU training such as the Safe 
Urban Driving CPC course

• Appropriate training in use of VRU equipment and 
technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We consulted on these initial proposals in the Phase 2a consultation which closed on 24th JanuaryOverwhelming supportMain debate around driver training – safe vehicle system
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Setting, testing and maintaining the safe system
We have consulted on the design principles that should inform a process for setting and keeping relevant the 
components of a safe system

• Easily identifiable 

• Evidence based

• Consistent with existing good practice scheme

• Retrofit capability 

• Market availability 

• Proportionate costs 

• Fit for purpose 

• Progressive & responsive to future technologies

We have set up an multi-stakeholder advisory group that would set and review the components of a safe system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Easily identifiable – it must be easy to show measures applied are in place to allow compliance with the Scheme Evidence based – the effectiveness of each measure must be proven and accepted as industry good practice as defined by existing safety standards and schemesConsistent with existing good practice scheme – measures and standards must work with existing industry recognition schemes, such as FORS, CLOCS or Truck ExcellenceRetrofit capability – in order that the existing fleet of vehicles can adopt the specific measures, each should have the capability to be fitted or adopted retrospectivelyMarket availability – the supply of each component should be able to meet market demand. There should be a range of ways to meet the requirementProportionate costs – the cost of fitment or adoption should be proportionate the riskFit for purpose – any specific measures should be quality assured, robust and easily maintainedProgressive – in order to remain appropriate for future use, each component should allow for progression and advances in technology
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Discussion – Safe System proposal

Should the safe system be aligned with existing schemes such as CLOCS?
What specific measures should be included? 

Are there any other design principles that should be considered? 

Should the scheme be focussed on the vehicle only or include driver training? 
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• In the longer term we are working to ensure a single, common DVS informs vehicle design 
standard

Towards consistency – we want an international standard

• 17 peer cities have joined us in presenting 
the case for DVS in General Safety 
Regulation (GSR) review

• UN’s Economic Commission for Europe’s 
vulnerable road user group met in London  to 
discuss our DVS

European interest in DVS Global interest in DVS 

• MEPs voted for HGV Direct Vision in 
November 2017

• February 2018 - European 
Commission agreed to include Direct 
Vision in GSR review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our main desire is for there to be a single, internationally accepted measure of Direct Vision In the meantime, the Mayor wants to act faster to address the problem London has TODAY.Upcoming meeting with the ECUpcoming meeting of the UNECE VRU Proxi Group
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Discussion – DVS beyond London

How could DVS be replicated in other urban areas?

What challenges exist?

What benefits could be achieved? 
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Vicky Sims
VickySims@tfl.gov.uk

Thank you
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